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What is ETAPS?

A federation of five constituting conferences:

**ESOP**: European Symposium on Programming
**FASE**: Fundamental Approaches of Software Engineering
**FoSSaCS**: Foundations of Software Science and Computation Structures
**POST**: Principles of Security and Trust
**TACAS**: Tools & Algorithms for the Construction & Analysis of Systems

ETAPS was initiated in 1998, and is run by the ETAPS SC, EB, conference SCs + PCs
Hartmut Ehrig

1944–2016 †
Hartmut Ehrig in Pictures

[Images of Hartmut Ehrig in various settings, such as at conferences and social events.]

[Caption: Photos of Hartmut Ehrig in Pictures]
Ehrig’s achievements: A summary

- Organiser, PC chair, or SC chair for a.o. TAPSOFT, ICGT, and ETAPS
- Co-author of more than 500 publications
- Most influential paper in graph transformation in $2^5$ years
Ehrig’s books: A selection
Ehrig’s former students

Baldan, Habel, Hage, Heckel, Kreowski, Taentzer, Plump, Ribeiro, . . . . .
Hartmut Ehrig

1944– March 17, 2016 †

Hartmut Ehrig: one of the founders of ETAPS
ETAPS submission statistics

ETAPS Accepted | ETAPS Submitted

- 2007: 157
- 2008: 167
- 2009: 141
- 2010: 130
- 2011: 130
- 2012: 139
- 2013: 154
- 2014: 155
- 2015: 152
- 2016: 143
Submissions per ETAPS conference

![Bar chart showing submissions per ETAPS conference from 2007 to 2016.](chart.png)
ETAPS 2016: Back in the Netherlands
“Computer Science is no more about computers than astronomy is about telescopes”
Welcome to the TU Eindhoven, host of ETAPS’16!

GC: Jan Friso Groote
ETAPS’16 invited and tutorial speakers
ETAPS news

- **Questionnaire** about ETAPS’s future publication model
  - Green versus gold open access
  - Journal conference publication
  - How? Here or on-line:
    
    http://tinyurl.com/etaps-qn

- **Become a member of the ETAPS e.V. Association!**
  - How?
    
    https://etaps.community

  - Being a member means that you can cast your vote

- **General assembly**: Wednesday 13:00
Enjoy ETAPS 2016!